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A B S T R A C T

Human dimensions researchers and fisheries managers have long recognized the value of exploring the het-
erogeneity that exists amongst recreational fishers. Understanding the differences between fishers has the po-
tential to assist managers in developing targeted communication strategies, direct resources to active manage-
ment more efficiently and improve understanding of how fishers will respond to changes in regulations or new
management interventions. Human dimensions research has traditionally explored fisher heterogeneity through
research into the different reasons why people choose to fish, as well as attempts to categorize or segment fishers
using variable based approaches. These studies have, to date, relied primarily on large scale, quantitative survey
techniques with a particular focus on fisher avidity and commitment. They are therefore limited in their ability
to explain how different fishing motivations might interact within an individual, why particular motivations are
prioritized, and how this might influence fisher behavior and attitudes. This study trialed a mixed methods
approach to understanding fisher heterogeneity based primarily on motivations using a case study in NSW,
Australia. This trial involved utilizing a person-centered approach known as Latent Class Analysis (LCA), fol-
lowed by qualitative, in depth focus group discussions. This revealed five distinct fisher classes; Social fishers,
Trophy Fishers, Outdoor Enthusiasts, Generalists and Hunter-Gatherers, each with distinct and significantly
different combinations of catch and non-catch-related motivations. The qualitative analysis sought to explore the
intersection of motivations and attitudes towards management within and across the different fisher classes. The
results highlighted the importance of more detailed examination of the intersection between motivations and
attitudes in future LCA, with a particular focus on the potential influence of mastery (or challenge/experience)
motivations on fisher attitudes towards marine and fisheries management approaches.

1. Introduction

Human dimensions researchers and fisheries managers have long
recognized the value of understanding heterogeneity amongst recrea-
tional fishers (Hunt et al., 2013; Arlinghaus et al., 2013). Recreational
fishers are a socially and culturally diverse group of people. The pas-
time has widespread appeal across the broad spectrum of society, with
participants spanning a diversity of ages, genders, races and socio-
economic backgrounds (Floyd et al., 2006; Kyle et al., 2007). Fishers
also act relatively autonomously, often with limited active management
or monitoring, across large geographical areas. Management therefore
needs to rely heavily on encouraging voluntary compliance with reg-
ulations, including through communication strategies (Leisher et al.,
2012; Zorrilla-Pujana and Rossi, 2014; Hunt et al., 2013). Human

dimensions research has traditionally explored fisher heterogeneity
through research into the different reasons people choose to fish, as
well as attempts to categorize or segment fishers.

1.1. Motivation to fish

Understanding how and why people participate in recreational ac-
tivities has been a focus of research amongst leisure studies researchers
for decades (Manfredo and Driver, 1996). Motivation relates to social
goals, or desired goal states, and is understood to provide insights into
the most effective ways to minimize user conflicts, maximize user
benefits and understand the consequences of leisure engagements
(Manfredo and Driver, 1996; Clark et al., 2009). Human dimensions
research into recreational fishing consistently recognizes the
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importance of fisher motivations in influencing decision making around
catching and keeping fish, fisher satisfaction and responses to man-
agement interventions. The diverse reasons why people choose to fish
are generally grouped into two broad categories: (1) Activity general
(or non-catch-related), and (2) Activity specific (or catch-related) mo-
tivations (Arlinghaus, 2006).

General (or non-catch-related) reasons to fish encompass relaxation,
escaping work and life demands, being with nature, learning new skills,
and socialization (Arlinghaus, 2006; Anderson et al., 2007; Hunt and
Ditton, 2001; Kuehn et al., 2013; Hunt et al., 2013). While there are
numerous types of activity general motivations referred to in the lit-
erature, these can be grouped under broad domains that are common to
most recreational pursuits, including fishing:

1. Mastery, including intellectual factors, such as mental stimulation
(Beard and Ragheb, 1983), achievement (Kuehn et al., 2013; Hunt
and Ditton, 2001; White, 2008), competence (Dillard and Bates,
2011; Beard and Ragheb, 1983), competing or winning (Dillard and
Bates, 2011) and challenge (Beardmore et al., 2011);

2. Social factors, whereby an individual is motivated by social inter-
actions arising from the activity (Beard and Ragheb, 1983; White,
2008; Beardmore et al., 2011; Kuehn et al., 2013); including en-
hancing relationships (Dillard and Bates, 2011);

3. Escapism, including stimulus avoidance and relaxation. Where an
individual pursues an activity to escape stressful situations including
work and/or family demands (White, 2008; Dillard and Bates, 2011;
Kuehn et al., 2013; Hunt and Ditton, 2001), or connect with nature
(Kuehn et al., 2013; White, 2008; Beardmore et al., 2011; Hunt and
Ditton, 2001).

Activity specific motivation reflects the value individuals place on
pursuing, catching, and retaining fish, and is often referred to as con-
sumptive orientation (Anderson et al., 2007). Previous research has
typically examined consumptive orientation in relation to four do-
mains, which reflect the importance of:

1. Catching ‘something’;
2. Catching large numbers of fish;
3. Catching large sized fish; and
4. Releasing caught fish (Anderson et al., 2007).

Understanding catch-related motivations is important because dif-
ferent sections of the angling community are likely to have different
levels of consumptive orientation and thus could have varying im-
plications for the resource (Fenichel et al., 2013). Consumptive or-
ientation has also been found to be linked with outcomes such as sa-
tisfaction with fishing experiences (Arlinghaus, 2006) and levels of
fishing avidity or commitment (Kyle et al., 2007; Sutton and Ditton,
2001). Despite this, catch-related motivations have often been ne-
glected in the literature in favor of more general non-catch-related
motivations that are considered the primary motivators of most fishers
(Schramm and Gerard, 2004; Arlinghaus, 2006; Aas and Kaltenborn,
1995). Motivational preferences, however, appear to be highly con-
textual and influenced by factors including species targeted, locations
fished and the other people involved in the fishing trips (Beardmore
et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2007). This suggests that catch and non-
catch related aspects of the fishing experience interact in complex ways
and may be prioritized differently depending on individual and con-
textual factors.

1.2. Categorizing fishers

In the human dimensions literature, attempts are often made to
categorize (or segment) recreational fishers to understand the hetero-
geneous nature of the population (Hunt et al., 2013; Ditton and Loomis,
1992). Attempts to categorize fishers emerged out of broader leisure

participation and involvement research conducted in the 1970s, when
human dimensions researchers first proposed a specialization index for
recreational fishers (Salz et al., 2001). This index hypothesized that
fishers developed along a spectrum from novice to highly specialized as
they became more experienced at fishing. A large body of research has
since refined, expanded or built upon this approach (e.g. see Ditton and
Loomis, 1992; Salz et al., 2001). The bulk of this research relies on large
scale quantitative surveys to examine a presence or absence of a range
of key variables amongst individual fishers. The insights gained through
categorizing fishers has the potential to assist managers in developing
targeted communication strategies, direct resources around active
management more efficiently and improve understanding of how
fishers will respond to changes in regulations or new management in-
terventions.

Avidity, or frequency of fishing activity, plays a central role in de-
termining fisher categorization. It is considered so important it has been
tested as a potential surrogate measure of specialization levels (i.e.
more avid fishers are more likely to be highly specialized) (Hawkins
et al., 2009). Commitment to fishing is also critically important. In
specialization studies, commitment has been examined through mea-
sures of financial expenditure, the time people dedicate to fishing and
the role fishing plays in their personal identity and social networks
(Salz et al., 2001; Schroeder et al., 2006). Other studies have examined
fisher willingness to ‘substitute’ fishing for an alternative recreational
pursuit (Ditton and Sutton, 2004), fisher orientation (extent to which
the person identifies themselves as a fisher) and experience (level of
experience and expertise in fishing) (Hawkins et al., 2009). Alternative
categorization techniques, such as Sutton’s ‘centrality to lifestyle’ scale
(2003), also rely heavily on measures of commitment, including
avidity, the importance of fishing to social connections and relation-
ships, levels of expertise in fishing and the importance of fishing to an
individual’s sense of self or identity.

Research to date into fisher categorization has provided some in-
sight into the diverse responses that fishers can have to management
interventions or changes. For example, Li et al. (2010) found that high
centrality fishers in Central Queensland, Australia were more likely to
be receptive to science communication and more interested in engaging
in management processes. Specialization studies have consistently
pointed to the higher importance placed on non-catch-related motiva-
tions amongst highly specialized fishers. This finding has not, however,
translated into support for management approaches which allow fishing
but remove the option of fulfilling catch-related motivations (e.g.
through catch and release only areas) (Beardmore et al., 2011;
Arlinghaus, 2006; Connelly et al., 2013). In addition, highly specialized
fishers have been found to be environmentally conscious and suppor-
tive of active fisheries management such as limits on catch, but are
often resistant to other protection measures such as Marine Protected
Areas (MPAs), despite the fact that they are unlikely to have any impact
on a fishers ability to pursue non-catch-related objectives (Martin et al.,
2016; Salz and Loomis, 2004; Salz and Loomis, 2005; Voyer et al.,
2013b). These apparent inconsistencies have been difficult to explain
through quantitative surveys, especially given their heavy focus on
avidity and commitment variables.

1.3. Application of a person-centered approach to understand fisher
heterogeneity

The vast majority of previous research attempting to categorize
recreational fishers has utilized variable-based approaches. Commonly
used analytic approaches such as regression and structural equation
modelling examine the relationships among variables and have been
applied widely in previous recreational fishing research (Muthèn and
Muthèn, 2000). These variable-based approaches have provided im-
portant insights into the nature of fishing motivations, however, they
are limited in their ability to examine potential inter-individual dif-
ferences, such as variations in types and levels of fishing motivations. In
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